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The current facilities of Internet & Mobile Banking along with E- Wallets, 
National Payments Corporation of India has introduced a new system termed ‘Unified 
Payment Interface’ to encourage the adoption of latest technology in banking 
activities and thereby reap the benefits of this technological advancement. Much more 
advanced payment networks and new kind of money like Bitcoins which facilitate 
faster transactions, worldwide payments, Low processing fees etc. is starting to rule 
our International Economic system 

Technical advancements bring chaos in the beginning. But with time, its adoption 
becomes a necessity in the society. As such, at present our economy is filled with 
confusions, insecurities and questions regarding the adoption of the latest 
technologies in every sector, especially in Banking. Nevertheless, it is imperative to 
enable this transition to attain economic efficiency and thus attain India’s objective of 
a flourishing sustainable economy. 
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Introduction 

November 8th 2016 witnessed a drastic measure taken by the Modi 
Government by demonetisation of 500 and 1000-rupee currency in the Indian 
Economy. This highly confidential move reemphasized the need for a transition to the 
‘Cashless Economy’, through the adoption of modern banking techniques. 

In addition to the current facilities of Internet & Mobile Banking along with E- 
Wallets, National Payments Corporation of India has introduced a new system termed 
‘Unified Payment Interface’ to encourage the adoption of latest technology in banking 
activities and thereby reap the benefits of this technological advancement. Much more 
advanced payment networks and new kind of money like Bitcoins which facilitate 
faster transactions, worldwide payments, Low processing fees etc. is starting to rule 
our International Economic system 

Technical advancements bring chaos in the beginning. But with time, its 
adoption becomes a necessity in the society. As such, at present our economy is filled 
with confusions, insecurities and questions regarding the adoption of the latest 
technologies in every sector, especially in Banking. Nevertheless, it is imperative to 
enable this transition to attain economic efficiency and thus attain India’s objective of 
a flourishing sustainable economy. 

NET BANKING 

 Online banking also known as Internet banking, e-banking, or virtual 
banking is an electronic payment system that enables customers of a bank or other 
financial institutions to conduct a range of financial transactions through the financial 
institution’s website. 

Abstract 
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Definition “Online banking is an electronic payment system that enables customers of 
a financial institution to conduct financial transactions on a website operated by the 
institutions, such as a retail banking, virtualbanking, credit unions or building society. 

Banking services offered over the internet. Online banking often includes access to 
ones checking and savings account, the ability to view balances and so forth. Many 
banks (though not all) offer online banking without any to additional fees. With online 
banking, we can access the banking services in a simple, secure and convenient 
manner. 

FEATURES OF ONLINE BANKING : 

• Conduct online banking transactions, such as viewing account balances and 
history making transfers, cancelling checks, viewing check images and 
accessing electronic statement. 

• Perform self service functions on a variety of financial accounts. 
• Manage personal and business finance online and download information to 

accounting or tax preparation software 
• View aggregate account information  
• Receive alerts and engage in online chart 
• Manage user access and function 
• An array of value added features and services that deepen and personalise 

customer relationship 
• Increased touch points from the adoption of more online products and services  
• The ability to target your market more effectively through dynamic marketing 

campaigns utilizing a variety of data sources 

Advantages of internet banking: 

Internet banking has several advantages over traditional one which makes operatingan 
account simple and convenient. Some of the advantages are; 

1. Online banking is simple to open and easy to operate .it is quiet convenient as 
you can easily pay bills ,can transfer funds between accounts. 

2. Net banking is convenient and quick compared to doing your banking in 
person or over the telephone. You never have to wait to be served or work 
your way through the layers of questions that you often get with an automated 
phone services. 

3. Online access also gives you a sense of control over your account ,  you can 
perform all your everyday banking tasks yourself, rather having to go through 
a bank staff member , which can sometimes be time consuming and frustrating 

4. You always have 24 hr banking with banking online , when visiting a bank in 
person and sometimes with telephone service too , there are restricted hours of 
operations. 

5. Internet banking is especially useful and convenient for setting up and 
monitoring regular bill payments for utility services ,rent or mortgage 
payments etc. 

6. It doesn’t matter where you are when you do your online banking .you can be 
in another part of the country to where your bank operates and still have 
access to your account or even access your account from abroad for no extra 
cost 
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7. Sometimes banking via the web is cheaper. This is because it costs the 
banking less in  terms of staffing ,property un keep etc. 
 

Disadvantages of net banking: 

The disadvantages are; 

1. Need to have at least a basic level of net and computer experience ,if you wish to 
do your banking online 

2. Fraud and ID theft are the biggest causes of concern for many people although its 
fair to say in practice that more people are defrauded through scams where 
fraudulent emails ask them to sign in into their account on counterfeit websites  
known as Phishing  

3. It can be easy to lose track of automated bill payments ,you set them up and then 
don’t monitor them 6 months later you may come back to find that your bills has 
changed and you have been overpaying 

4. Banking online is completely  impersonal as well as making the experience less 
friendly 

5. Net banking sites are often set up to prioritize advertising and sell extra banking 
services ,rather than to help the customers use the sites 

6. Online banking also relies on you having at the very least, a working computer 
and reliable net connection 

MOBILE BANKING 

DEFINITION of 'Mobile Banking' 
Mobile banking is the act of doing financial transactions on a mobile device 

(cell phone, tablet, etc.). This activity can be as simple as a bank sending fraud or 
usage activity to a client’s cell phone or as complex as a client paying bills or sending 
money abroad. Advantages to mobile banking include the ability to bank anywhere 
and at any time. Disadvantages include security concerns and a limited range of 
capabilities when compared to banking in person or on a computer. 

BREAKING DOWN 'Mobile Banking' 
Mobile banking is very convenient in today’s digital age with many banks offering 
impressive apps. The ability to deposit a check, to pay for merchandise, to transfer 
money to afriend or to find an ATM instantly are reasons why people choose to use 
mobile banking. However, establishing a secure connection before logging into a 
mobile banking app is important or else a client might risk his personal information 
being compromised. 

Mobile banking offers many advantages, such as good security, easy access and 
plentiful applications for smart phones. "The biggest benefit is that you have more 
control of your money," says James Van Dyke, president of Javelin Strategy & 
Research in Pleasanton, Calif. "You don't have Internet connections everywhere you 
go. But you do have a mobile connection. “The downside is that mobile banking isn't 
as good as it could be, says Van Dyke. The reason: Many services are pretty basic. 
People use it to check balances and monitor finances. "Largely, it's an augment to the 
Internet," he adds.  Dyke gives the highest marks to Wells Fargo's and Bank of 
America's mobile banking services, though. "There are lots of great features," he says. 
"They're strong in security and they offer multiple downloadable applications. 
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“He adds that there are far fewer banking options for mobile banking than Internet 
banking. "On that front, mobile banking has a long way to go," he says. But the best 
services offer bank transaction data and use personal finance software 

What Is Mobile Banking and What Are Its Benefits? 

Most banks offer an online bill payment service that lets you pay bills electronically 
using a secure online account. You then designate the amounts and dates that you 
want to pay utility bills, credit card payments, loan payments, appointment fees and 
more. Following are five benefits of using an online bill payment service. 
Mobile Banking Features 
Mobile banking can be used for many of the same tasks that you would complete at a 
bank branch or on your home desktop computer. These include checking account 
balances, transferring money from one account to another, finding an ATM, setting up 
alerts (for example, to notify you if an account balance has hit a certain amount), or 
viewing account statements. 
In addition to these basic features, mobile banking services may include direct deposit 
of checks using your device’s camera, paying bills, sending money to another person, 
transferring credit card balances, or even conducting investment transactions. 
Mobile Banking Is Convenient 
Being able to do most, if not all, of your banking on the go is one of the biggest 
benefits of mobile banking. No matter where you are, you can “take care of business” 
without interrupting the rest of your life. Bank branches aren’t going away any time 
soon, but being able to handle your financial life without having to drive to a branch 
during open hours can be a real time- and schedule-saver. 
Mobile Banking Keeps You in Control 
Because it’s so easy and so convenient, mobile banking helps keep you in control of 
your finances. You can monitor your balances and always know where you’re at 
financially. With account alerts, you can know if your account falls below a certain 
threshold and instantly transfer money into that account and avoid overdraft fees. You 
can deposit checks instantly, which is a big help when you need the cash. You can get 
reminders when to pay bills so you never have to pay a late fee. You can even set up 
recurring bill payments so you don’t even have to think about when a bill is due. All 
these features leave you in control of your money on your time. 
Mobile Banking Is Secure 
Mobile banking is as secure. All reputable financial institution use encryption that 
safeguards and protects your privacy, identity and your financial information. Some 
institutions even offer a security guarantee to make your use of mobile banking truly 
worry-free. 
 
Advantages and Disadvantages 
In the internet era, mobile banking can be considered as boon as well as bane. 
However, many people still are not able to relay on mobile banking due to its 
exposure to risk. Here are few safety tips which you can consider. 
For people who are planning to go with mobile banking, here are few advantages and 
disadvantages to keep in mind. 
 

Advantages of Mobile Banking 
Anytime Banking: Mobile Banking gives you the privilege of anytime and anywhere 
banking. One can do most of the banking transaction after banking hours from 
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anywhere, irrespective of whether you are travelling in bus or auto. Whereas this ease 
will not be possible if you are connected to a PC or Lap top, especially when 
travelling. 
Mobile Banking is Free: The service provided by bank is free of charge, there is no 
limit for number of times you can access your account. 
Various banking services provided include Account Balance Inquiry, Credit/Debit 
Alerts, Bill Payment Alerts, Transaction History, Fund Transfer Facilities, Minimum 
Balance Alerts etc. can be accessed from your mobile. 
You can transfer money instantly to another account in the same bank using mobile 
banking. 
Secure Banking: Some banks assure that, by downloading the app directly from the 
server, the data won’t be stored in your mobile as well as SIM card. 
The app comes with advanced encryption technologies making it safe and secure as 
Internet Banking. 
Disadvantages of Mobile Banking 
To make maximum benefit of mobile banking one should have smart phone. Some 
banks have specific software for specific mobile such as IPhone and Blackberry 
people should download different apps based on the smart phone they own. 
Many experts believe that mobile banking is more secure then internet banking as 
very few virus or Trojans can exist in phone. However, that does not mean that they 
are immune to any kind of threats. 
As phishing exist for internet banking users, there is "Smishing" for mobile banking 
users. When a mobile banking user receives a fake text message asking for bank 
account details from a hacker. 
There are also very limited anti -virus software options for mobile devices. People are 
less careful with their mobile compared to laptop. You must also update your anti-
virus on the mobile if you are a frequent user of mobile banking. 
Risks associated with mobile banking 
Apart from this there are the usual risks associated with mobile banking that could 
include hacking. However, one needs to be careful and not share the password, just as 
you apply the same principal to the desktop. It is believed that bulk of the banking 
frauds take place through known relatives. So be careful when you share your mobile 
banking password. In fact, we strongly suggest that you have a screenlock for your 
mobile whereby nobody would be able to open the same. 
Steps to improve safety when banking with mobile 
Make sure that you do not open a link through your email that is unknown. By doing 
so, you are making yourself more vulnerable to mobile banking frauds. Also do not 
access your mobile banking from a Wi-Fi spot. This can be extremely dangerous. If 
you have your own data card that should be good enough. 
Another mobile banking safety tip that you must adopt is to ensure that you do not use 
easy passwords. That can be extremely dangerous and full of risks. 
 

CARD BASED TRANSACTIONS 

  Debit card 
A debit card (also known as a bank card or check card) is a plastic payment card that 
can be used instead of cash when making purchases. It is similar to a credit card, but 
unlike a credit card, the money comes directly from the user's bank account when 
performing a transaction. 
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Some cards may bear a stored value with which a payment is made, while most relay 
a message to the cardholder's bank to withdraw funds from a payer's designated bank 
account. In some cases, the primary account number is assigned exclusively for use 
on the Internet and there is no physical card. 

In many countries, the use of debit cards has become so widespread that their volume 
has overtaken or entirely replaced cheque and, in some instances, cash transactions. 
The development of debit cards, unlike credit cards and charge cards, has generally 
been country specific resulting in a number of different systems around the world, 
which were often incompatible. Since the mid-2000s, a number of initiatives have 
allowed debit cards issued in one country to be used in other countries and allowed 
their use for internet and phone purchases. 

Unlike credit and charge cards, payments using a debit card are immediately 
transferred from the cardholder's designated bank account, instead of them paying the 
money back at a later date. 

Debit cards usually also allow for instant withdrawal of cash, acting as the ATM card 
for withdrawing cash. Merchants may also offer cashback facilities to customers, 
where a customer can withdraw cash along with their purchase. 

Debit card include: 

1. logo 

2. EMV chip (optional and may depend on the issuing institution or bank) 

3. Hologram (in some cards it's located at the back especially in most 
MasterCard) 

4. Card number (may vary in length but mostly 16-digits with unique last 4 
digits. However, in dinner cases such as Discover, Diner's Club, Union Pay& 
American Express it has a unique 15-digit card number) 

5. Card brand logo 

6. Expiration date 

7.  Cardholder's name 

There are currently three ways that debit card transactions are processed: EFTPOS 
(also known as online debit or PIN debit), offline debit (also known as signature 
debit) and the Electronic Purse Card System.[1] One physical card can include the 
functions of all three types, so that it can be used in a number of different 
circumstances. 

Online debit system 
 Online debit cards require electronic authorization of every transaction and the debits 
are           reflected in the user’s account immediately. The transaction may be 
additionally secured with     the personal identification number (PIN) authentication 
system; some online cards require such authentication for every transaction, 
essentially becoming enhanced automatic teller machine (ATM) cards. 

One difficulty with using online debit cards is the necessity of an electronic 
authorization device at the point of sale (POS) and sometimes also a separate PINpad 
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to enter the PIN, although this is becoming commonplace for all card transactions in 
many countries. 

Overall, the online debit card is generally viewed as superior to the offline debit card 
because of its more secure authentication system and live status, which alleviates 
problems with processing lag on transactions that may only issue online debit cards. 
Some on-line debit systems are using the normal authentication processes of Internet 
banking to provide real-time on-line debit transactions. 

Offline debit system 
Offline debit cards have the logos of major credit cards (for example, Visa or 
MasterCard) or major debit cards (for example, Maestro in the United Kingdom and 
other countries, but not the United States) and are used at the point of sale like a credit 
card (with payer's signature). This type of debit card may be subject to a daily limit, 
and/or a maximum limit equal to the current/checking account balance from which it 
draws funds. Transactions conducted with offline debit cards require 2–3 days to be 
reflected on users’ account balances. 

In some countries and with some banks and merchant service organizations, a "credit" 
or offline debit transaction is without cost to the purchaser beyond the face value of 
the transaction, while a fee may be charged for a "debit" or online debit transaction 
(although it is often absorbed by the retailer). Other differences are that online debit 
purchasers may opt to withdraw cash in addition to the amount of the debit purchase 
(if the merchant supports that functionality); also, from the merchant's standpoint, the 
merchant pays lower fees on online debit transaction as compared to "credit" (offline). 

Electronic purse card system 
Smart-card-based electronic purse systems (in which value is stored on the card chip, 
not in an externally recorded account, so that machines accepting the card need no 
network connectivity) are in use throughout Europe since the mid-1990s, most 
notably in Germany (Geldkarte), Austria (Quick Wertkarte), the Netherlands 
(Chipknip), Belgium (Proton), Switzerland (CASH) and France (Moneo, which is 
usually carried by a debit card). In Austria and Germany, almost all current bank 
cards now include electronic purses, whereas the electronic purse has been recently 
phased out in the Netherlands. 

Consumer protection 
Consumer protections vary, depending on the network used. Visa and MasterCard, for 
instance, prohibit minimum and maximum purchase sizes, surcharges, and arbitrary 
security procedures on the part of merchants. Merchants are usually charged higher 
transaction fees for credit transactions, since debit network transactions are less likely 
to be fraudulent. This may lead them to "steer" customers to debit transactions. 
Consumers disputing charges may find it easier to do so with a credit card, since the 
money will not immediately leave their control. Fraudulent charges on a debit card 
can also cause problems with a checking account because the money is withdrawn 
immediately and may thus result in an overdraft or bounced checks. In some cases, 
debit card-issuing banks will promptly refund any disputed charges until the matter 
can be settled, and in some jurisdictions the consumer liability for unauthorized 
charges is the same for both debit and credit cards. 

In some countries, like India and Sweden, the consumer protection is the same 
regardless of the network used. Some banks set minimum and maximum purchase 
sizes, mostly for online-only cards. However, this has nothing to do with the card 
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networks, but rather with the bank's judgement of the person's age and credit records. 
Any fees that the customers have to pay to the bank are the same regardless of 
whether the transaction is conducted as a credit or as a debit transaction, so there is no 
advantage for the customers to choose one transaction mode over another. Shops may 
add surcharges to the price of the goods or services in accordance with laws allowing 
them to do so. Banks consider the purchases as having been made at the moment 
when the card was swiped, regardless of when the purchase settlement was made. 
Regardless of which transaction type was used, the purchase may result in an 
overdraft because the money is considered to have left the account at the moment of 
the card swiping. Debit cards can function in two ways: 

1. Like an ATM card for immediate withdrawals of cash 

2. Like a check when buying an item. The money used to pay for the transaction 
is usually deducted from your account within a day or two depending on when the 
retailer presents the transaction for payment. 

Advantages of a Debit Card 
� Easy to obtain. Once you open an account most institutions will issue you a debit 

card upon request. 
� Convenience. Purchases can be made using a chip-enabled terminal or by swiping 

the card rather than filling out a paper cheque 
� Safety. You don't have to carry cash or a cheque book. 
� Readily accepted. When out of town (or out of the country), debit cards are 

usually widely accepted (make sure to tell your financial institution you’re leaving 
your city; to not have an interruption in service). 

� Advantages of prepaid debit cards include being safer than carrying cash, 
worldwide functionality due to Visa and MasterCard merchant acceptance, not 
having to worry about paying a credit card bill or going into debt, the opportunity 
for anyone over the age of 18 to apply and be accepted without regard to credit 
quality, and the option to directly deposit pay-cheques and government benefits 
onto the card for free.[4] And if a user has doubts about online security, using a 
prepaid debit card for online purchases protects their normal credit card from risk. 

� Debit cards and credit cards each have advantages and disadvantages. The biggest 
advantage of debit cards over credit cards is that you don't need to worry about 
interest rates, monthly bills and finance charges. Since a debit card uses only the 
money you actually have, you won't build up an unmanageable debt by using it, as 
you might with unchecked use of a credit card. Credit cards, after all, accrue 
interest on unpaid balances. Unless you pay off your balance every month, you 
will always end up paying more for a TV, for example, than what the TV actually 
cost. 

� Credit card limits are often quite high, sometimes significantly higher than the 
average monthly balance in your checking account. If you aren't careful, your 
credit card balance can grow out of control. The limit on your debit card, on the 
other hand, is whatever you have in your checking account. 

� Another advantage of the debit card is how easy it is to acquire one. You can get a 
debit card with pretty much any checking account, whereas you can obtain a credit 
card only by applying for one. A debit card does not require an investigation into 
your credit history; most credit cards do require a credit check. 

� Just as the advantage of a debit card is that it draws on your actual funds, the        
disadvantage of a debit card is that you are limited by those funds. You can 
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overdraw your checking account, which can result in your bankcharging an 
overdraft fee. These fees can reach up to $25 [source: Bankrate]. But you can also 
go over your credit card limit, which results in a similar fee, and this fee can 
accrue interest. Debit cards don't license you to be irresponsible in your spending; 
you should always keep tabs on your transactions and account balance. 

� One advantage of credit cards over debit cards is that they can help you to make 
very large purchases that would be otherwise impossible, such as that plasma TV 
you've been eyeing. But it is easy with credit cards to feel like you can buy 
whatever you want, 

� Debit cards are also handy to use. Two-thirds of American households have them. 
They are more convenient to carry than cash or a bulky checkbook, plus swiping a 
card is easier and faster than writing a check. In addition, there's no interest ver 
you want. Live and spend within your means. 

 
Disadvantages of a Debit Card 
 

� No grace period. Unlike a credit card, a debit card uses funds directly from your 
checking account. A credit card allows you to borrow funds on credit, leaving 
disposable cash in your account. 

� Check book balancing. Balancing your account may be difficult unless you record 
every debit card transaction. 

� Less protection. Most financial institutions will try and protect their customer 
from debit card fraud. However, a customer could potentially be liable for up to 
$500 on fraudulent debit card transactions compared with only $0 on credit cards. 
Be sure to check with your financial institution to learn the details. 

� Fees. Using your debit card for ATM transactions may be costly if the ATM is not 
affiliated with your institution. 

� A disadvantage of debit cards is the amount of buying protection provided to you 
by law. Debit card transactions very much resemble cash transactions. The money 
changes hands quickly, and it's difficult to get it back. If you want to return a 
broken or unsatisfactory item you purchased with a debit card, many businesses 
will only give you an exchange or store credit. 

� A debit card is like a blank check, so you need to guard your card and the number 
on your card. You also need to keep track of your card. If your card gets stolen, a 
thief can empty your bank account in minutes. Thieves don't even need your card, 
as long as they have your name and card number. They can shop online or over 
the phone with your card information. If your debit card is lost or stolen, call your 
bank immediately. Follow the phone call with a letter. Protect your debit card by 
holding on to your receipts and checking them against your bank statements. 

� A debit card is like a blank check, so you need to guard your card and the number 
on your card. You also need to keep track of your card. If your card gets stolen, a 
thief can empty your bank account in minutes. Thieves don't even need your card, 
as long as they have your name and card number. They can shop online or over 
the phone with your card information. If your debit card is lost or stolen, call your 
bank immediately. Follow the phone call with a letter. Protect your debit card by 
holding on to your receipts and checking them against your bank statements  

� Debit cards do not give you the same fraud protection as credit cards do. Federal 
regulations are very different for debit cards than for credit cards when it comes to 
financial liability 
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Conclusion 

Technological advancements have facilitated fast, secure and convenient 
method of banking for the fast-growing base of service seekers. It is imperative that 
the citizens of our nation adopt the fruits of this technological advancements for a 
competitive economic growth and transition. Increased Economic activities are 
another significant contribution credited to the faster payment and clearance options 
through the medium of electronic fund transfer facilitated by the Internet. In addition 
to that, Adoption of latest technologies will be an automatic check on the black 
money, the elimination of which has turned out to be the primary economic objective 
of the ruling government. 
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